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Selected Articles: Weather Modification as US
Military Strategy?

By Global Research News
Global Research, October 22, 2017

Global Research brings to the attention of our readers a selection of articles on weather
modification, with a view to promoting debate on a timely and important issue.

A 1996 CBC TV documentary reported on “HAARP, US military weather weapon”.

“It isn’t just conspiracy theorists who are concerned about HAARP. The European Union
called the project a global concern and passed a resolution calling for more information
on its health and environmental risks. Despite those concerns, officials at HAARP insist
the project is nothing more sinister than a radio science research facility.” (Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, CBC TV)

In 2014, the HAARP facility in Alaska was “officially” closed down.

The  History  Channel  also  produced  a  carefully  researched  documentary  on  Electronic
Warfare.

Consider Making a Donation to Global Research

Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click here to donate)

*     *     *

Is Weather Warfare a Conspiracy Theory?

By Timothy Alexander Guzman, October 21, 2017

The history of rainmaking dates back to more than 100 years ago with Charles Hatfield who
taught himself the science of pluviculture (rainmaking techniques). In 1902, Hatfield created
a “secret mixture of 23 chemicals” in large evaporating tanks claiming that it can induce
rain. Hatfield’s techniques proved to be successful in creating storms.

Planetary  Weapons  and  Military  Weather  Modification:  Chemtrails,  Atmospheric
Geoengineering  and  Environmental  Warfare
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By Rady Ananda, October 19, 2017

Operation Popeye, ran from 1967 through 1972 in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. By seeding
clouds, the US military caused torrential downpours that inhibited enemy truck and troop
movements. Initially exposed by investigative journalist Jack Anderson, the existence of the
project was later corroborated in The Pentagon Papers.

The Ultimate Weapon of Mass Destruction: “Owning the Weather” for Military Use

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 09, 2017

Environmental modification techniques have been applied by the US military for more than
half a century. US mathematician John von Neumann, in liaison with the US Department of
Defense, started his research on weather modification in the late 1940s at the height of the
Cold War and foresaw ‘forms of climatic warfare as yet unimagined’. During the Vietnam
war,  cloud-seeding  techniques  were  used,  starting  in  1967  under  Project  Popeye,  the
objective of which was to prolong the monsoon season and block enemy supply routes along
the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Climate Change, Geoengineering and Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD)

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, November 30 2015

Discussion of ENMOD is taboo. It is an unspoken truth. Scientists dare not address it as part
of  the  debate  on  climate  change.  ENMOD technologies  not  only  exist,  they  are  fully
operational.  Confirmed by  US military  documents,  a  typhoon,  a  tsunami  or  an  earthquake
can be triggered by the use of ENMOD technologies.

CIA Looking Into Weather Modification as a Form of Warfare

By Washington’s Blog, February 19, 2015

The Telegraph reported in 2011 that Abu Dhabi ‘creates man-made rainstorms’ by “using
giant  ionisers,  shaped  like  giant  lampshades,  to  generate  fields  of  negatively  charged
particles, which create cloud formation.” “There are many applications,” Professor Hartmut
Grassl, a former institute director, is quoted by the Daily Mail as saying. “One is getting
water into a dry area. Maybe this is a most important point for mankind.”

HAARP: Secret Weapon Used For Weather Modification, Electromagnetic Warfare
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By Fred Burks, January 18, 2015

HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) is a little-known, yet a critically
important U.S. military defense program which has generated quite a bit of controversy over
the years in certain circles. Though denied by HAARP officials, some respected researchers
allege that secret electromagnetic warfare capabilities of HAARP are designed to forward
the US military’s stated goal of achieving full-spectrum dominance by the year 2020. Others
go so far as to claim that HAARP can and has been used for weather modification, to cause
earthquakes and tsunamis, to disrupt global communications systems, and more.
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